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Context (1)

• All wild bird species are protected under the Birds Directive.

• For a selection of bird species Natura 2000 sites are designated.

• This are species of Annex 1 (art. 4.1) and for congregative migratory
species, mostly waterbirds (art. 4.2).

• Around 80 Natura 2000 sites are designated in the Netherlands under
the Birds Directive. 
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80 SPA’s 
designated Number of species

41

Breeding birds

Waterbirds



Proportion of Dutch numbers in SPA’s
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Context (2)

• Concrete conservation objectives are needed to guide the passive and active
regimes within the national nature conservation legislation. 

• The passive regime is the legislation for giving permissions (or not) to carry out 
activities which could have a negative effect on the Natura 2000 goals. 

à new human use of the site and surroundings, 
à reference to concrete objectives needed hunderds of times during a year

• The active regime is the management and conservation activities to maintain or 
restore the sites in relation to Natura 2000 goals 

à important when management plans are drafted
à important to evaluate and learn from measures taken
à important for the financial mechanisms to carry out nature management.
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Context (3)

• Therefore in The Netherlands it was decided, for this selection of 
bird species, to formulate quantitative national and site conservation
objectives. 

• Targets are set, as bird numbers. However this bird numbers are a 
proxi for the aimed for carrying capacity. The extent and quality of 
their habitat.  
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Quantification of the bird numbers and setting 
the targets

• Assessing the conservation status of the species in the Netherlands 
using methodology of the Habitats directive.

à Population, Range, Habitat and Future Perspective.
à favourable or unfavourable

• Assessing the importance of the Netherlands within the European or 
Flyway context.

• Assessing the trends and numbers at sites: where can recovery 
targets best be positioned?: 

• Our role: giving information and advise, targets are set by 
government.



Breeding Birds 

Colony Breeding Birds
Spoonbill 

- all colonies
- total count

- all breeding sites
- total count

Rare Breeding Birds
Black-necked Grebe 

- selection of plots
- sample count

Common Breeding Birds
Savi’s Warbler



Non-breeding birds 

Waterbird Counts
Tufted Duck

- all important wetlands
- 8 counts per season

Swan and Geese counts
White-fronted Goose 

- all important agricultural sites
- 8 counts per season

Scarce Species Counts
Peregrine 

- all observations



Example results for a species, Spoonbill (1)



Example results for a species, Spoonbill (2)



Example results for a site, Hollands Diep (1)



Example results for a site, Hollands Diep (2)



Summary of targets (consolidation or 
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Target setting. Tufted Duck, is in Favourable condition, 
National target is average of  last 5-10 years. At sites 

also average of present number.



Target setting. Oystercatcher is in unfavourable condition, 
national target is recovery to period with stable numbers. 

Recovery goals are set at sites with most potential (improve
extent or quality of habitat or both). 



Sovon Vogelonderzoek Nederland

Following progress: 
Online info on species 
and sites

www.sovon.nl/



Summaries if targets are met yes or no

Breeding birds Non-breeding birds
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Pro’s and cons of “fixed” targets

• In general it works very good and was needed for the whole system 
of providing licenses for human activities in Natura 2000 sites 
(concrete and transparant). 
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Pro’s and cons of “fixed” targets

• In general it works very good and was needed for the whole system 
of providing licenses for human activities in Natura 2000 sites 
(concrete and transparant). 

• For Nature managers more difficult. They have also other
objectives besides Natura 2000. The present goals are proxi’s for
extent and quality of habitat. But the translation from targets to
concrete measures requires still lot of work so is less concrete for
them. 

• Scientific arguments against (what about changes because of 
climate change and what in sites with unpredictable natural
dymamics?).

• The real advantage both for the process of providing licenses and
nature management and the scientific debate is that the
discussions are much more concrete and that also much more 
concrete questions are asked to guide and evaluate nature 
management. 
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The challenge

• How to maintain the fixed targets which are needed in the legal
process of providing licenses and maybe have a more flexible
approach but steered by concrete targets in nature management?    


